Introduction, Let R be a bounded either simply or multiply connected plane region with boundary Γ, consisting of a finite number of non-intersecting simply closed regular arcs of class c k . A plane curve is a regular arc if the defining functions x(t), y(t), a<Lt<jb have continuous derivatives with x'(t) 2 -h y'(tf^?O on a<t<b. A regular arc is of class c k if the defining functions x(s), y(s), s being arc length, have continuous derivatives of order k. We shall say a function h(x, y) defined on R=R±Γ is of class c k if the partial derivatives of h of order r, 0<r<k exist in R and have limits on Γ so as to define functions continuous on R. Let g(x, y) be a given function of class c k on R. The main problem considered is that of finding the function ψ Q which yields minimum value to the functional >l + cψ z + 2fψ)dxdy defined over the admissible class of functions ψ which are of class c k on R and assume the values of g on Γ.
We shall assume a(x, 2/)>0, b(x, 2/)>0, c(x, y)>0 on R α, δ, c bounded and integrable in R f(x, y) integrable in R. In the sequel, unless otherwise specified, integrations will be taken over R and the symbol R omitted.
Let G(x, y) be of class c k on R, vanishing on Γ, positive in R, with normal derivative dGjdv on Γ different from 0. We show that, if &>:3, every admissible function ψ has a uniformly convergent expansion on R CO where f t are obtained by a Gram-Schmidt process from the functions {Gx ι y j } i,j=0, 1, 2, and b { are generalized Fourier coefficients connected with the quadratic functional In fact, bi==D [(p-g 
f /«] where
An estimate of the error obtained by using for ψ only the first n terms of the expansion is given in terms of n and k. Sufficient conditions are obtained for the convergence of to ψφ and an estimate is given for the rate of convergence.
In particular, if φ 0 is an admissible function minimizing I [φ] , then the expansion yields an explicit solution for ψ Q , since the coefficients a t are given, in this case, by which are independent of ψ 0 .
The problem of minimizing the functional I[ψ'\, with #=0 , has been studied by Kryloff and Bogoliubov [4] and by Kantorovitch [2] , both obtaining estimates for convergence to ψ 0 of functions obtainable by the Rayleigh Ritz method. The first paper deals with convex regions R, the second with regions R bounded by x=Q, x=l, y=g(x), y=h(x) ; hΓ>g on 0<#<Ll. Neither obtains an explicit solution for ψ a nor studies the convergence of the derivatives.
In the final section of this paper, we assume the existence of a function ψ ύ yielding minimum value, for p>l , to 
The function f n is of the form G P n , where the degree of the polynomial P n is that of v n jG. If v n =Gx r y s with r-f-s=A:, then w is less than i/2n -2. so that Jc 2 <Ck(k-\-l)<2n -2 and the degree & of Similarly A: is greater than τ/2w -2 . § 2. The Minimizing sequence. We shall use certain approximation theorems which can be derived by methods used by Mickelson [5] 1 . To simplify the notation, let
The modulus of continuity for a function / defined over a closed set
for all points # (1) , #°° in A with l ί x σ) -# (2) || <<5. The uniform modulus of continuity of a finite number of functions / Ί , ••-,./> is the largest of the moduli of each f t for each δ. To apply the lemmas to a function defined over the region R, we shall extend the domain of definition of the function. The question arises whether the differentiability properties of the function are maintained under the extension. The answer depends upon the properties of the boundary Γ of R. For example, Hirschfeld [1] has shown that even a cusp in the complementary region may prevent c ι extension of a function of class c°° on a closed set through a continuous boundary arc. Whitney [6] has given a different definition for a function to be of class c k in a closed set A. If / is of Whitney class c k in A y then there exists an extension F to the whole plane E % which is of class c k in the ordinary sense on E % and is analytic in E 2 -A. The derivatives of F of order <k coincide with those of / at any interior point of A. Moreover Whitney [7] has shown the following : Let (a) / be of class c k on R-\-Γ, where R is a region, Γ its boundary, in the sense we have defined in the introduction, and (b) R have the property " P", that any two points P l9 P> in R y whose linear distance apart may be represented by P ι~P , , can be joined by a rectifiable curve in R of length L, with LjW 1 -P^l bounded uniformly with respect to P x and P z then / is also of Whitney class c k and thus can be extended to E 2 to be of class c k on E % . For our purposes we assume R to be a bounded region with boundary Γ consisting of a finite number of non-intersecting simply closed regular arcs Γ. t and we will show R has property " P".
Choose, for each Γ it a <Γ>0 such that no two tangents to Γ, ι on any portion of arc length <^d make with each other an angle greater than 5°. We may choose d independent of i and smaller than onefourth the distance between any two Γ 4 . Now fix i, and let P u P. z be points on Γ i on a subarc of length <05. There is a point Q on that subarc between P x and P z such that the tangent line at Q is parallel to the chord P { P 2 . Set up an (x, y) coordinate system at Q, using the tangent line as #-axis, the normal as j/-axis, and note that the subarc APPLICATIONS OF THE RAYLEIGH RITZ METHOD TO VARIATIONAL PROBLEMS 771 considered has an equation y=y(x) of class c 1 in view of the implicit function theorems. Let P τ =(x u 2/1), P 2 = (# 2 , y 2 ), \\Pι~P 2 1|= distance between P 1 and P 2 , ||/^ JP a ||=length of the subarc joining P 1 to P 2 . Then || P,-P 2 ! =|a?i -a^l and \y'(x)\<,l so that (1) Γ Vl+r
Moreover, since tan5°<l/10, the mean value theorem shows that sup \y(x)\^lP 1 
-P i \\]10.
We shall also use the well known property that if Γ. t is a regular arc, there is an ω α >0 such that for any subarc joining points P 3 , P 4 on Γ ίf we have || P 3 P 4 1|/|| P 3 -P 4 |i< ω Ύ . ω 1 can be chosen independent of i. Now suppose S u S z are any two points interior to the region R. If the segment SΊ S 2 is interior to R y we of course have || Si £ 2 1 /HSi -£ 2 !| = 1 by using the segment as the arc. Otherwise, let Q x be the first intersection of the directed line S τ S 2 with the boundary, say with Γ 1% Let Q\ be a point on S 1 Q ι in R. Let Q 2 be the first point of intersection of the directed line S^Si with Γ λ and Q\ a point in R on AS 2 Q 2 such that the open interval Q % Q\ is also in R. Note that Q λ and Q 2 may coincide. If Q\S t is not in R, let Q 3 be the first point of intersection of the directed line QIS Z with the boundary, say with Γ 2 and Ql in R and on QIQ 3 . Let Q 4 be the first point of intersection of the directed line S-z Ql with Γ 2 and Ql a point in R, on Q 4 S 2 , with the open interval Q 4 Q1 in i?. Continuing in this way, after at most n steps, we form a finite sequence of points Ql=S u Q\, Q\, >Q\mt Qlm+ι =AS 2 such that Q ik -i and Q 2k are on the same regular arc, and the lines joining Q& to Q\ k +ι, Λ=0, ,m are in R. If we can show there is an α/>0, independent of the points, and arcs λ λ in R joining consecutive Moreover, since r>\\R ι -R 2 ||/l/2 , the semi-length τ of the common chord is . _ / , _ || iOkf > WΛ-whereas the arc joining R x to R, has distance <]\Rι --# 2 11/10 from the chord. Hence the arc lies entirely within the circles. Now let Q\ be an intersection of SΊS 2 with the circle whose center is Q λ and Q\ an intersection of SΊ £ 2 with the circle whose center is Q Zf the points being chosen to lie in R and have the desired properties. Starting from Q\ we may proceed to Q\ via the circumferences of the circles. The total length of the curve thus formed will be less than
This concludes the proof that R has property "P". We will be particularly interested in extending a function of the form v(x, y)jG(x, y) where G(x, 2/)>0 in R, 3G/3v>0 on Γ, G=v=0 on Γ 1 and we seek differentiability conditions on v and G which insure that v/G is of class c k on R+Γ.
Here again the nature of the boundary is of importance. The next two lemmas deal with this problem. The letter P will refer to a point in R and Q to a point on Γ, the boundary of R. By a neighborhood N(Q) in iϋ-4-Γ we will mean a set of points S in R+Γ such that for some sufficiently small circle with center at Q, every point of the circle which lies in R-hΓ also lies in S. Proof. Let γ be given by x(t), y(t) and Q o defined by the parameter value £". Let (£, η) be rectangular axes along the tangent and normal at Qo In a suitable neighborhood of t 09 £i<j£<&> defining an arc λ Q containing Q Q9 γ admits a representation η=η(ξ). We may assume λ Q so small that no two tangents to it make with each other an angle greater than 5°. There is a positive distance d between Γ -λ Q and the arc λ 1 defined by the parameter range (ί x 4-t o )l2<jt<C(to ht 2 )l2. Take and draw a square T of side δ with sides parallel to the (c, η) axes and center at Q o . Let γ ΰ =γT, the projection of RT on γ by lines parallel to N, and let γ h be the arcs formed by displacing γ 0 a distance h parallel to itself into R along JV. For h<Jtι sufficiently small, γ h czT. The regular arc γ 0 may be given a representation x=x (p) Proof. Denote differentiation along a line parallel to N by djdh. By the mean value theorem one finds that (3G/3v)(Q 0 ) i s the limiting value of (dGldh)(P) as PeRN(Q 0 ) approaches Q o along the normal at Q o , and hence (3G/3v)(Q 0 ) is the limiting value of (dGjdh)(P) as P approaches Q o by any approach in RN(Q 0 ). A similar statement is true for (dvjdv)(Q 0 ).
Let P n be any sequence of points in RN(Q 0 ) converging to Q o and let Q n be the points on γ 0 associated, by projection along N, with P n . By the generalized mean value theorem,
where P' n is interior to the line segment P n Q n . 
Under this transformation v{x, y) becomes v*(s, h) and G(x, y) becomes G*(s, h).
It is sufficient to show v*/G* is of class c fc at Q o * since any partial derivative of order r<k of v(x, y)/G(x 9 y) is a polynomial in the derivatives of Ί>*/G* and in the derivatives of s and h with respect to x and y of order <r .
By the hypothesis and comments above, v*(s, Λ) and G*(β, h) are of class c* on N*{Q) and of class c k+ι on (iV*(Q o )-ro*)-l-Qo" c . In view of the continuity of dG/dh at Q o . there is a neighborhood of Q o where (3G/3Λ)(P)>δ>0, It is no loss of generality to assume (3G/3A)>ό>0 in iV(Qo) and we shall do so. By Lemma 3, dv/ds and 3G/3s vanish on TV By repeated application of Lemma 3, d r vjcs r and 3 r G/3s
The proof is greatly facilitated by an auxiliary transformation. Let £=s, £=G*(s, h) carrying Q o * into (Qf o**> ro* into ro^*, N*(Q Q ) into iV**(Q 0 ). For eachs, z is a monotone increasing function of h and the inverse function h=H*(t, z) is a monotone increasing function of z for each t. As above, we see that t>*(s, h)=v**(t, z) is of class c* on Thus, in this case, the Fourier coefficients depend only on known quantities.
Proof. V n § 3 Expansion Theorems. We use the notations in Theorem 1 and seek conditions which insure that convergence in H yields uniform convergence in R. Let u(x, y) be a function with the continuity properties of ψ(x, y) and vanishing on Γ. Let P o be a point interior to R. Place polar coordinates at P o . If a ray from P o meets the circle S p of radius p<Ld, d being the diameter of R, with P o as center, before it meets Γ, label P x the first intersection point with S p and Q the first intersection with Γ. Otherwise both P x and Q will refer to the first intersection point of the ray and Γ.
where α = l/min(α, 6), since 3r
Apply this result to the functions u n =ψ -ψ n (or to u nm =ψ n -ψ m ) which are equicontinuous on R+Γ and thus have a uniform modulus of continuity ω(δ), which approaches 0 with 3.
Since P λ is on or interior to the circle of radius p, we have \ιι n {Pι)-Un{P ϋ )\<,ω{p), whence |M^)I^Mft)l-*>(?) and
which is true even if P o is on Γ. Now, for ε>0, choose p=pi so small that ω(p λ )<^εl2 and then choose JV so large that 
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Let ιι (x, y) 
o(r θ)
Suppose first that the pole O is interior to S p . Let r(0) be the equation of the circle relative to the pole 0. Let Q be the point (r(0), 0) and Q f the point (r(0 + 7r), 04-π). Q and Q' are thus the intersections of a ray through 0 with the circle. Let 0' be the center of the circle and suppose the coordinates of 0' relative to 0 are (c, φ). Then the angle between OQ and 00' is φ -θ. Drop a perpendicular from 0' to QOQ' hitting the latter at T, the length of OT being |ecos(φ-0)|. (2) and (3) Assume L>1. Since |pG|=^0 on Γ, there exists a continuous curve (or curves) γ dividing ~R into two closed sets R λ and R %9 such that R 1 R 2 =γ, Rι being a boundary set where | yG \ > ^/2>0, and R 2 the set separated from Γ by γ . There is a constant c 3 such that G(P) 3 >0 for Pe^.
\u(P) -u(P a )\<\G(P)r(P) -G(P)r(P 0 )\ + \G(P)τ(P 0 ) -G{P a )τ(P 0 ) + \H(P)
-
\ F u(P)-F u(P B )\ <\G{P) V τ{P)-G{P v ) V τ{P 0 )\ + \T(P) F G(P)-T(P 0 ) F G(P 0 )\ + \ F H(P) -F H(P β )\ \G(P) F r(P)-G(P) Fτ (P 0 )\ +! G(P) F τ(P 0 )-G(P
Suppose first that |rj assumes its maximum L at a point P o eR z . Then, by (2) . However, we may obtain a better estimate by noticing that K merely serves as a number such that \u(P) -u(P 0 )\ <K\\P-P o || whenever P and P o are on a straight line in R. Hence K may be replaced by sup | ψu \.
The inequality and formula (3) yield 32+
